DANCING A DREAM

I WAS JUST CHATTING WITH A BUDDY ABOUT ADVANCED SPIRITUALITY.

WE DEMONSTRATE THAT TO EACH OTHER ALL OF THE TIME IN SPORTS. WE ALL DAY DREAM ABOUT FUN THINGS - SOME OF US DREAM ABOUT RIDICULOUS THINGS, LIKE MAKING THINGS GO BOOM. HOWEVER, THE VAST MAJORITY OF US ARE HAVING FUN WITH OUR MIND - LOOKING FOR JOY AND FREEDOM. CHASING FUN COUPONS.

FUN COUPONS EQUATE TO PHYSICAL EXPERIENCES.

PHYSICAL EXPERIENCES LIKE FOOTBALL, TUMBLING, BASKETBALL, VACATION, SKATING, SKIING, DANCING, SINGING ETC. LEAD TO THE BRAIN'S ABILITY TO PROCESS MORE INFO EFFORTLESSLY AND LET IT GO. THE FLASH BACKS ARE WONDERFUL.

THEREFORE, ATTAINING PHYSICAL ABILITIES AND RENEWING OLD ONES REWIRES THE BRAIN, AUTOMATICALLY. SINGING DOES THIS FOR SURE AND CLEANS THE AETHERS AT THE SAME TIME. AND IT'S MEANT TO CONNECT US WITH THE HARMONY OF NATURE. KEEPING UP A RHYTHM - I BET WORKING WITH DEAN MARTIN WAS A REAL JOY.

WELL THAT FINISHED THAT THEORY - NEXT

OUR FAVORITE DARK DUDES HAVE HAD SUPER NATURAL ABILITIES ON THIS PLANET FOR A VERY LONG TIME.. HOLD YOUR ENEMIES CLOSER. WE CAN VERY DEFINITELY LEARN FROM THEM. JUST LIKE WE LEARNED FROM THE NAZIs AND GET THIS - WHAT THE AMERICANS AND RUSSIANS DID AFTER WWII - SNAGGING ALL OF THE SMART DUDES - GENGHIS KHAN DID THE SAME THING IN EVERY CITY - THE TALENTEDD FOLKS WERE TAKEN BACK TO MONGOLIA. I OFTEN WONDER WHERE ALL OF THAT ART AND GENIUS WENT.

SO, ANYWAY, THE SIMPLE FACT THAT THEY HAVE SUPER NATURAL ABILITIES IS A SUFFICIENT ENOUGH BLUE PRINT THAT IS WRITTEN IN OUR DNA. OF THEIR ABILITIES, WE KNOW THAT THEY COULD FEEL EVERYTHING AROUND THEM ( THE BUDDHA, BABA, JESUS, THEIR AWARENESS IS SIGNIFICANT )

AND WE KNOW THAT THEY COULD SEE INTO THE FUTURE, WHICH ALWAYS SEEMS TO LEAD TO SPIRITUAL ARROGANCE - TOO MUCH KNOWLEDGE - OUR DARK DUDES HAVE GIVEN US A FEW 1000 YEARS OF DEMONSTRATION ON THAT ONE - SO, FUCK THE FUTURE - WHO CARES - ITS ALL GOD, LOVE AND JOY. FREEDOM. DON'T WORRY, BE HAPPY.

THIS OLD SWEDISH PROVERB IS A GOOD ONE: DO YOU WANT TO MAKE GOD LAUGH? TELL HIM YOUR
FUTURE PLANS.

OR HER AS IT IS - ANOTHER ONE FOR THE BOOKS - SPACE IS FEMALE AND RIGHT NOW WE ARE LIVING HER DREAM. SOON THE ENVIRONMENT WILL CHANGE AND WE CAN LIVE OUR DREAMS. AND DREAMZ, AND DO DA DAY. DREAMS.

TEAM DREAMS WILL WORK THE BEST - THERE IS NO IFs, ANDs NOR BUTs ABOUT THAT - PAYING ATTENTION TO THE FACT THAT THE AETHERS ARE A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM - ALLOWS US TO MORE EASILY COMMUNICATE WITH AND CONNECT WITH THE DIVINE. THEREFORE, A TEAM THE SIZE OF WHICH CORRESPONDS TO AN AMBIENT AETHER (A QUANTUM) IS GOING TO HAVE ITS COLLECTIVE DREAM BROADCAST THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSE OR ANY WHERE THEIR LITTLE HEARTS DESIRE. THERE IS A RULE ABOUT THAT.

THIS ALSO CORRESPONDS TO PLAYING IN QUANTUMS LIKE BASKETBALL - THE TEAM MATES ARE CONNECTED. BY DOING SO, ONE DRAWS MORE ENERGY IN FROM THE DIVINE. SO, PLAYING AND SINGING TOGETHER IS THE WAY FORWARD TO EXPANDED AWARENESS.

END OF THAT THEORY.

NEXT

I WANTED TO MAKE THIS POINT. WE ALL HAVE BEEN REINCARNATING HERE FOR 1000s OF YEARS. WHOSE IDEA WAS THAT?

THEN - THERE ARE A BUNCH OF OLD GUYS HANGING OUT IN THE MOUNTAINS ALL OVER THE PLANET. IMMORTALS THAT COULD GO WHERE EVER THEY WISHED. WHY ARE THEY STILL HERE?

AND FINALLY. THE DOLPHINS - THEIR CREDO IS FUN AND JOY. THEY EXPRESS IT PHYSICALLY ALL OF THE TIME. MAYBE WE ARE SUPPOSED TO DO THAT? MAYBE THIS PLACE IS MEANT TO BE A PLAY GROUND? ACTUALLY IT IS ALREADY KNOWN AS THE BEST DISNEYLAND IN THIS ENTIRE UNIVERSE AND EVEN IN A COUPLE ADJACENT UNIVERSES - EARTH IS MEANT TO BE SIMPLY AMAZING. SOME TIME PRETTY SOON.

THE EASIEST WAY TO MAKE THE TRANSITION IS IN TEAMS - THAT IS CLEAR.

ONE LAST PARTING SHOT - THE MOST SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL SYSTEM IN THE WORLD WAS ON THE BORDER OF EAST AND WEST GERMANY WHERE THE SCHOOL ROOMS WOULD HOLD 50 KIDS WITH ABOUT FOUR DIFFERENT LANGUAGES IN USE. ONE TEACHER FOR 50 KIDS. SO, SIMPLE, THEY BROKE THE CLASS INTO TEAMS WITH ONE FAST KID AND ONE SLOW ONE IN EACH TEAM OF FIVE (A FIBONACCI NUMBER). EACH TEAM GOT THE GRADE OF THE SLOWEST STUDENT. OVER 90% OF ALL STUDENTS WENT ON TO UNIVERSITY.

BLESSINGS,